
HOW TO WRITE LITERARY ESSAY THESIS STATEMENT

A thesis in a literary analysis or literary research paper can take many forms. These sample thesis statements are
provided as guides, not as required forms This thesis suggests that the essay will identify characteristics of suicide that
Paul .

For more ideas on how to get started, see our handout on brainstorming. The rest of the paper, the body of the
essay, gathers and organizes evidence that will persuade the reader of the logic of your interpretation. Analysis
of main ideas, plot; Theme reviewing; Describing symbolism of the piece of literature; Structure, writing style.
Photo Credits Books image by explicitly from Fotolia. Writers use all kinds of techniques to stimulate their
thinking and to help them clarify relationships or comprehend the broader significance of a topic and arrive at
a thesis statement. Now you write: In Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain develops a contrast between life on the
river and life on the shore. You can read about how to become a talented and successful essay writer here.
Works consulted We consulted these works while writing this handout. Critical thinking about the work at this
stage will help you choose a topic and form an interpretation. Collect evidence Collect facts, expressions,
other evidence to make a reasonable conclusion in your analysis. To make the thesis more concise, pick just a
few. Now you have a working thesis! You may start with a quote that conveys this main point for you. Get
Professional Help Outline of the Essay You should devote enough time to your literary analysis essay outline.
How important is the setting? Further Examples: The character of the Nurse in Romeo and Juliet serves as a
foil to young Juliet, delights us with her warmth and earthy wit, and helps realize the tragic catastrophe. You
may reproduce it for non-commercial use if you use the entire handout and attribute the source: The Writing
Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This form of persuasion, often called academic argument,
follows a predictable pattern in writing. Compare this to the original weak thesis. Introduction Writing in
college often takes the form of persuasionâ€”convincing others that you have an interesting, logical point of
view on the subject you are studying. Focus on the topic Read the work which you have to analyze
thoroughly, make sure that you completely understand the author's idea, the plot and the characters.


